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 Ultrasound imaging systems are known to deteriorate over time. Is there 
any appropriate measuring tool assure and measure their quality? 

 Is there any readily accessible method to calibrate Doppler ultrasound? 

 Is Thiel embalmed human cadaver a good model to study the tissue 
properties?

Exciting areas in the project

1.Gaining access to quantitative elastography measurements and analysing the material 
stiffness.

2. Gaining access to human thiel cadavers and comparing their tissue properties with the in 
vivo tissues, studying the rate and pace of their degradation.

3.Developing a viable dynamic phantom for quantitative evaluation of the imaging 
capabilities of the ultrasound imaging systems.
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Studies



a)old design                                                                                   b) new design

Arms to hold the 
targets

First  design

Automated calculation of a single figure of

merit - the Resolution Integral for

ultrasound imaging systems.

The main issue in the design of the old

dynamic phantom was the lag in the

internal magnets following the outer

magnets – there are others including limits
to measurement.

Improved design

Magnets replaced with arms which 

hold the wires/targets.



Thiel cadavers are embalmed in a special way to preserve 

the soft tissue properties unlike the formalin based cadavers 

and offer remarkable possibilities as patient models.

Motivation

 Studying connective and organ properties.

 Comparing the Thiels with the human volunteers

 Studying rate of degradation and its relationship to the 
age.

Quantitative Sono-elastography studies on 

Thiel embalamed Cadavers



Term referring to imaging techniques that aim to assess 

tissue elasticity.

Clinical objectives of elastography are

 to improve diagnostic confidence 

 to increase specificity of the ultrasound examination.

 If the elasticity of the tissue, can be determined 

directly from the analysis, the technique is considered 

quantitative



 The sono-elastography studies are
on going with Thiel cadavers to
access their stability and similarity
to the human tissue in
collaboration with CAHID.

Anatomy Studied

Nerve Blocks 

a) Interscalene

b) Median Nerve

c) Femoral Nerve

Organs

a) Thyroid

b)  Liver

INTERSCALENEINTERSCALENCE

Muscle

4.3KPa

Nerve

20.7KPa



INTERSCALENE

 The sono-elastogrphy studies are
on going with Thiel cadavers to
access their stability and similarity
to the human tissue in
collaboration with CAHID.

Anatomy Studied

Nerve Blocks a) Interscalene

b) Median Nerve

c) Femoral Nerve

Organs

Thyroid

Liver

MEDIAN NERVE

Nerve

143.7KPa

Tissue

13.8KPa



INTERSCALENE

 The sono-elastogrphy studies are
on going with Thiel cadavers to
access their stability and similarity
to the human tissue in
collaboration with CAHID.

Anatomy Studied

Nerve Blocks a) Interscalene

b) Median Nerve

c) Femoral Nerve

Organs

Thyroid

Liver

FEMORAL NERVE



THYROID

 The sono-elastogrphy studies are
on going with Thiel cadavers to
access their stability and similarity
to the human tissue in
collaboration with CAHID.

Anatomy Studied

Nerve Blocks a) Interscalene

b) Median Nerve

c) Femoral Nerve

Organs

Thyroid

Liver

Thyroid

113.0KPa

Muscle

29.4KPa



INTERSCALENE

 The sono-elastogrphy studies are
on going with Thiel cadavers to
access their stability and similarity
to the human tissue in
collaboration with CAHID.

Anatomy Studied

Nerve Blocks a) Interscalene

b) Median Nerve

c) Femoral Nerve

Organs

Thyroid

Liver

LIVER

Liver

34.4KPa

Muscle

69.0KPa

Fat     

145.7KPa



1. Completed Literature review on Sono-Elastography  

2. Developed  manufacture of several ultrasound tissue 
mimicking materials  and characterised them.

3. Developed the new dynamic phantom design replacing the 
magnets with the arms holding the targets.

4. Learned the Thiel cadaver embalming and formalin 
embalming process.

5. Thiel tissue studies are on-going with the Supersonic 
quantitative shear wave elastography machine.

6. Achieved all the credits for SUPA (40) and Generic Skills 
credits(20).
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 Continuing Thiel studies

 Calibration measurements of ultrasound systems with 

the new dynamic phantom.

 Further development of the dynamic phantom- for 

calibrating Doppler measurements and elastography.
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